
Variety Description Pric
e

Abebeira Wonderful (probably) Portuguese variety that has great split resistance and is mid season. A dark berry fig with good 
richness. 5

Abicou Wonderful French variety that has great split resistance and is mid season. A dark berry fig with good richness. 8

Abou George Syrian variety that seems to be an early Mt Etna type fig. It has shown good winter resistance. 6

Adriatic JH This is a great green fig with blood-red interior. It is a later-ripening fig but has great flavor in spite of cool weather while 
ripening in the fall. It also exhibits good winter resistance. Very visually stimulating. Delicious fig, vigorous. 4

Allentown Black

This was a find by Bass at Trees of Joy nursery. It has been growing in the ground in Allentown for many years. I have 
grown it in the ground here in Lancaster (slightly warmer) for the last four years. It really is quite productive and has 
good winter resistance. I feel it resists winter damage than most other Mt Etna type figs. It is a good dark berry fig with 
very good production

5

Armenian This variety was introduced by Encanto Farms. It is a nice sized light green fig with pink interior. It is quite refreshing 
and seems to be in the same family as Atreano. Mid season ripener and has good productivity. 5

Atreano Large yellow green fig with pink flesh. It is perhaps the most vigorous in my collection. Juicy and sweet, this Italian fig is 
a standard for the North East. Mid-late season, with great productivity. 4

Azores Dark (Sao 
Miguel Roxo)

AKA Sao Miguel Roxo. It is Mt. Etna-like but is uniquely sweet and drips honey. This is very helpful for resistance to 
splitting and souring. 20

Bakio This is a golden brown fig from Spain. It is very sweet and carmel-like. Mid season. 8

Barada This is a small yellow fig from Syria. I have it in the ground. It fairly winter resistant, but it seldom produces many figs. I 
would consider growing in a pot for the North East. 4

Bardonnex Petite 
Violet

This is a Swiss fig that seems to have a dwarf like growing habit. The figs are very complex and are slightly smaller than 
most Bordeaux types. 7

Bari Black fig from Bari, Italy. Good hardiness and rich flavor. We have grown in ground for a few years and shows unique 
winter resistance. 5

Bass' Favorite This seems to be in the Black Madeira family. The great fig collector, Bass, believes it to be his favorite. Excellent 
quality fig with exotic berry flavor. 15

BC#46 White Greek From the Belleclare Nursery collection. This fig seems to be very similar to Dalmatie with deep sinused and serrated 
leaves. Large green tear drop shape and blood red interior. 6

Bebera Branca This is a nice yellow fig with good sweetness and mid to late season ripening. It did have a tendency to split this year 
with all our early fall rain. 6

Becane Supposedly hardy, this golden fig is very sweet and has a peachy flavor. From French Fig Farms. 10

Belle di Maria
This is a relatively new variety for me. I have only ripened a handful of them, but it seems to be a keeper. The figs were 
bronze with deep red interior. They were complex and sweet, but I am not sure if they are going to remain ripening mid 
season since we have only had them two years.

4

Beltrana Medium to large fig. Yellow to light green with deep red interior. Intense complex flavor. I need more data before 
declaring what time of season it ripens. 30

BG Gold
This is a rather shy producing fig from Bulgaria. It is mid to late season ripening, has small yellow fruits with a pleasantly 
sweet flavor. We have not tested winter resistance, but with the already shy production, I think pot culture would be best 
in the North East.

3

Bifarro Zeus New addition with extra large breba. Not sure if it is San Pedro or common yet. 8

Bisirri #3
This is one of the long lost figs from Mr. Bisirri in Philadelphia. Bisirri #3 may have been a neighbor’s fig that was stored 
in Mr. Bisirri’s greenhouse over the winter. It is dark berry and seems to be larger than the average Mt Etna type fig. 
Thanks to Ricci for this excellent find.

5

Black Beauty 10 This was a highly touted variety upon its release. It seems to be a good quality Bordeaux type that ripens mid to late 
season. Black shiny fig with complex strawberry flavor. 4

Black Bethlehem This is a dark berry fig that is very complex and rich. It is very winter-resistant and is a mid-season fig. It is an unusually 
productive variety. 5

Black Donov This seems to be a VdB variant. I think it needs the fig wasp, so I would only order if in CA in wasp country. The mother 
tree will become rootstock next year. 5

Black Greek This variety was introduced by Marius in Ohio. I have 3 or these in the ground and they always do well / are one of my 
most dependable producers. It is a dark fig with deep red interior, mid-season ripener with great winter resistance. 5

Black Italian This is a Becnel's Nursery fig and is a Bordeaux type fig. Excellent jet black color and thick jammy raspberry like interior. 
Very good fig. I am not sure about winter resistance on this one, though. I have my two in pots. 6

Black Kutfeji A Bordeaux type fig from Hungary with excellent flavor. It is one of the top Bordeaux figs in terms of flavor 15

Black Madeira KK This is identical to my other clean strain of Black Madeira. It was famous for being a clean strain as opposed to the FMV 
riddled UCDavis version. 15

Black Provence Excellent Bordeaux fig with raspberry flavor and has uncommon sweetness. Many layers of flavor and good split 
resistance 5

Black Triana Nice dark sugar fig with good winter resistance. Can be very sweet if left to over-ripen. 3

Black Tuscan Very similar to Black Madeira in flavor. Absolutely excellent fig. 15

Black Zadar Excellent flattened fig from Croatia. Uniquely shaped and flavor. 8



Blanche d'Argenteuil My favorite light fig. This is a honey fig that has a fuzzy skin and has definite peach notes. 10

Blanche de Deux 
Saisons

Rare Adriatic (green berry). This is a rare, yet excellent, French variety that really performs. The flavor and looks are 
fantastic with deep green skin and blood red flesh. 20

Blava Flor
Blava Flor is one of the most striking figs I have ever seen. With a purple black skin and a deep purple red flesh, it 
reminds me of a plum. Bursting with flavor and is mid season. I don’t think it would be successfully grown in the ground 
in the northeast- pot culture only.

8

Blaveta Campos This is a unique fig with blue to purple skin and dark red flesh. Exceptionally sweet when ripe. It is on the late side to 
ripen in the North East. 6

Bordissot Blanca 
Rimada

This is a variegated yellow and green fig that seems to lose the stripe definition as it ripens. Very intense red pulp. It is 
mid to late ripening in PA. 15

Bordissot Negra 
Rimada

This late fig is worth the wait as its yellow and green variegation turn to red stripes that usually turn to all purple during 
ripening. Nice red flesh and excellent flavor. Neat looking fig. 30

Bordissot Rossa Of the Bordissot varieties, this one almost always ripens first. Red flesh with sweet juicy flavor. It is hard to judge 
whether it is dark berry (not really dark-red) or a sugar fig as it is very sweet, with less complexity of a berry fig. 10

Bordissot Verde This is a Pons fig and although somewhet late, really has excellent flavor. Resists splitting. Good adriatic (green berry) 
fig. 6

Bourjasotte Gris An excellent syrupy squatty fig with bluish to grey skin and deep red pulp. Mid-season ripening and seems to be pretty 
split resistant. 8

Bourjasotte Noire Flattened bordeaux fig that is very complex and good size. 8

Brianzola Rosso This was a new fig for me this year. It is yellow with a pink blush. The interior is almost clear and is fairly sweet. 8

Brogiotto Nero Very delicious bordeaux type fig. Very pretty and nice rich flavor. Not sure about hardiness for this one as we've only 
grown in a pot for years. 6

Bryant Dark An unknown discovered in New York. It is very winter resistant and productive. A typical Mt. Etna fig with above average 
production. 3

Budapest Szurke This is a round dark fig, but is not a Mt. Etna type. It is kind of unique and reminds me of Randino, excepr the leaves are 
much diffierent. The figs are also meatier with thick pulp. 10

Burgan Unk This is an excellent flavored fig with fruity notes and sweet flavor. It is a medium sized fig and ripens mid season. The 
skin is red to purple and the flesh is strawberry red. Very delicious fig. 20

Byadi This is a good honey fig from Syria. It seems to be similar to White Marsailles. 6

C'est Bon This is a French fig that is an heirloom variety in Louisiana. It is dark with red interior and has good resistance to 
splitting. 4

Cammartone Similar to Green Ischia. 4

Campaniere Excellent flavor and is an early fig. 30

Capoll Curt Negra Great Spanish fig that is mid-season. Very sweet. 8

Carini English brown turkey type, sweet flavor, hardy and productive 4

Carmelitana This is a good dark berry fig with non typical leaf pattern for a Mt. Etna type, but has excellent, rich flavor and is a great 
patio type fig due to its dwarfy growing habit and unique leaves. 5

Cavaliere Very unique variety. I liken it to Smith in some ways. The skin can be any number of colors based on ripening time and 
exposure to sunlight. Cherry red interior. 12

Cavaliere Bianco This is a light honey fig (not to be confused with Cavaliere). It is a very vigorous variety with a good flavor. Workhorse of 
decent tasting figs 3

Chiappetta
This is an English Brown Turkey-type sugar fig with some really bizarre shapes. It can even have varying skin color. The 
flavor is pretty melon sweet and is pretty refreshing, rather than too sugary sweet like some. I have this one in the 
ground and it produces well.

4

Chicago Hardy An old standard. The first marketed Mt. Etna fig with good flavor and mid season ripening. 3

Ciccio Nero I think this one originated from Pino and it is a very complex dark berry fig. I think it would do well in-ground as it seems 
to be a Mt. Etna type fig. This is a mid-season ripener. 10

Col de Dame Blanc This is an excellent fig with a great colors, sweetness and hang time 8

Col de Dame Blanca-
Negra

This is a neat variety as some fruits can be yelloand some can have a bluish striped dark pattern. It seems to be sort of 
early (by a few weeks) then most CdDs. Very rain resistant for splitting. Excellent flavor. 10

Col de Dame Gris Intense dark berry flavor. Later variety with tight eye, grey blue skin with many layers of flavor. 8

Col de Dame Mutante Really interesting variety with remarkable colors. Usually is a red and purple striped fig, sometimes keeping thin yellow 
striping against the black skin. Deep red intense flavored flesh. It is just too bad it is late ripening. 30

Col de Dame Noir Excellent dark fig. Resists splitting very well and is absolutely delicious. It is a late variety and would have to be grown in 
a pot in cold climates like mine. 8

Col de Dame Rimada This is another variegated yellow and green variety, similar to panache, but better split resistance (much better) and has 
the textbook longer "neck". Excellent, but late. 12

Col de Dame Roja Very similar to CdDG with a more red color on the skin 8

Colasanti Dark Very sweet Mt Etna type fig. Standard mid season ripening with good winter resistance. 4

Coll de Dama 
Bordissotenca

I have only ripened a few of these last year. They were on the late side. All were very good and had that CdD jammy 
flavor. They also weren’t very big. The trees are very vigorous but seem shy to produce to this point. This is a collector’s 
fig.

12

Coll de Dama 
Gegantina

This is a Pons fig and is a late ripener. It is very sweet and juicy. It is a large sized fig with green skin, neck and 
strawberry red pulp. 15

Colonel Littman's 
Black Cross

Excellent, top tier fig with outstanding flavor. (Our favorite overall fig!) Very complex berry flavor, beautiful black fig with 
tight eye. It is on the late side, so Northern growers should grow in a pot. 15

Conde This variety seems to be similar to a Mt. Etna type fig but also seems to be an upgrade – like a Red Lebanese Bekka 
Valley or Norella, in which the flavor profile is superior. 6



Constantine de 
Algerie This is a massive yellow fig. It oozes honey flavor and is usually around 100 grams. This is a productive tree as well. 15

Cordera D' Afrika This seems to be a VdB type fig. It was on the small side and really thick and chewy. Mid to late season ripening. 5

Cosme Manyo Excellent Adriatic/Exotic berry fig. Beautiful fig, but a bit late for me. 30

Craven's Craving Very similar to Black Madeira but supposedly has less of a splitting problem with slightly larger fruit. I have not ripened 
enough of these to confirm. 20

Cul Noir This is an French fig that usually has either sugar spots or darkening at the base of the base. It seems similar to 
Sucrette and has great sweetness. 8

Cuore di Bue This is an outstanding Adriatic fig that is similar to Dalmatie. I like this one better because it ripens more uniformly than 
most other Dalmatie types. 6

Da Ponte Large green fig with red interior. Resists splitting better than most other Adriatic types. 10

Dahrouge
This was a dark berry fig found in DuBois, PA, which has very cold winters and is of Lebanese origin. It is very 
productive. I think it is a good choice for the Northeast. Mine is in ground and is always productive, even after cold 
winters.

4

Dalmatie This is one big fig. It can reach close to 100 grams and is an excellent, large adriatic (green berry) fig. Pretty green skin, 
dark blood red interior. Good choice for cooler climates. 5

Dark Portuguese Great Mt. Etna fig with great winter resistance and high productivity. Discovered in-ground in Bethlehem, PA. 4

De Capocorp d'en 
Munar

Medium sized Adriatic type fig. I only ripened one last season. It was sweet and juicy. I think it tasted a lot like White 
Madeira #1 and seems to have a very tight eye. It is hard to judge ripening time since the tree is so young. However, 
according to Pons’ book, it seems to be on the late side. Very notable flavor, though. It may be worth growing in a pot 
here in the Northeast. It would probably be excellent in the south (tight eye).

15

De La Caseta This is a Pons fig that is very firm. It does not split and spoil. It isn’t the sweetest fig, but would make excellent jam due 
to its consistency. It would be excellent for cooking and pastries as well. It is mid season, is green color with a red flesh. 8

De La Gloria This is a good adriatic fig. It is on the late side for ripening, much like almost all adriatic type figs. 6

De La Plata A somewhat flattened green fig with strawberry pulp. It was decent for me this season, but not outstanding. 8

De La Reina
This seems to be an average Bordeaux fig that is very unproductive until the fourth full season. I have observed 
resistance to fruit on more than a few De la Reina plants. Unless you are very patient, I think I'd choose another 
Bordeaux.

5

De La Roca This is a late fig but is wonderful. It is complex and syrupy. It seems to resist splitting and is usually of good size. If you 
have the room (in pots for the North East), it would be a nice addition. 15

De La Tira This Pons fig is an Adriatic and was very late for me this past season. Recommended for warmer climates than mine. 10

De Tres Esplets
This fig is similar to Ronde de Bordeaux, and even ripens at the same time. The significant difference seems to be its 
superior resistance to splitting. I also feel that it seems to be more productive. RdB seems a little shy to produce. DTE 
seems much more productive (at least what I have observed over three seasons of comparison.

15

Del Cor
This one is a must have for the collector. It is a dark fig with raspberry-like flavor that is one of the most intense berry 
figs I have ever had. It is mid-season and quite productive. I don’t think it would be successfully grown in the ground in 
the Northeast – pot culture only.

12

Del Sen Jaume Gran

I have said this before, but I think DSJG reminds me of a larger, green equivalent of an I-258 or Black Madeira. It is an 
extra large fig that often splits ( I think due to its size and shape) however seldom spoils. I am not sure why, but it is a 
pleasant surprise. A massive green fig with strawberry flesh. It is on the late side, but in a pot it is outstanding and does 
ripen most of its crop before frost.

25

Der Grossen Feigen 
BC#102

I love this fig! Maybe it is because it was a Bellclare Nursery fig, and maybe because it was sourced from the city of 
Graz, Austria near the historical landmark town clock. And maybe it is because it is a nice meaty red fig with good 
sweetness. It is a slow grower. I thought about putting it in the ground here in PA and still may. Graz seems like zone 
7a, so it may work pretty well. I also feel there is somewhat of a resemblence to Acciano, but I could be wrong.

6

Dr. Gowaty A large green fig with a syrupy amber to pink center. The breba are immense. Supposedly brought by a medical doctor 
in Israel when he moved to the US. It is a ball of honey when overripe. It is also mid season ripening. 5

East Chester Black Great black fig found just outside of NYC. Good winter resistance. 5

Enola This one was found in Enola, PA. Produces wonderful figs with great winter resistance. 5

Es Torrente Nice large light green fig with strawberry interior. This was unusually sweet this season. 30

Exquisito
This has been either top fig, or at least top 3 this year. Wow! I think it runs circles around Thermalito, in my opinion. It 
resisted splitting better and has a much more complex berry flavor. It ripens a little late, but the ripening window is very 
short, so I was able to ripen all of the fruit before the first frost. I absolutely love this fig!

30

Fehmarn
This is an english brown turkey type fig from the Island of Fehmarn, Germany. It has been growing in the ground for me 
the last 6 years. It is pretty winter resistant and produces double figs per node on many of the branches. They are sweet 
figs and begin ripening mid September here in ground unprotected. They are late August ripeners in a pot here.

4

Fico Nero Dumane A very large black fig that was part of the Belleclare collection on Long Island, NY. Melon-like flavor. 3

Fico Secco This is an excellent elongated dark fig. It is not very large, but packs a punch on flavor. It is very concentrated and 
complex. It is still relatively new for me, so I don't want to assume usual ripening time just yet. 25

Figoin

This is one of my favorite figs – yellow-green with deep red flesh. It is a tiny fig bursting with flavor. Interesting as well is 
how early it is. I tried growing in-ground with no protection and it was the best of my new plantings with zero dieback (it 
was a mild winter, however). Each of the other newly planted trees had significant dieback. Interesting. This is the only 
one plant I will be selling this season as I am not planning to do any air layering.

25

Figue De Parfum
This was a delight for me last year. It was a juicy yellow honey fig. I ripened a lot of them and they were all very good. I 
know there was some talk about it being a San Pedro fig, but the ones ripened last year were most certainly main crop 
figs. It was mid season. A keeper for sure.

8

Figue Jaune An interesting Adriatic fig with a larger, squattier appearance. I have only ripened a few so far, but seems unique 
enough to keep. 20

Florea One of the earliest ripening figs. Good flavored fig with excellent hardiness / very good winter resistance to dieback. 6

Frank's Salerno Big, sweet fig that is juicy and rich. This is a complex sugar fig. 5



Galicia Negra Outstanding Bordeaux fig that is slow to fruit but is a must-have in a pot. 6

Genovese Bianco A good quality honey fig that seems to ripen an awful lot of figs given its squatty growing habit. 12

Genovese Nero AF
This is Adriano’s version which a lot of folks agree is probably I-258. It is definitely in that Black Madeira family and is 
really among the Cadillac of figs. Late producing, just like the others, it is probably best suited for pot culture in the 
Northeast and short season climates.

15

Gino's Black Great Italian variety that is very productive and flavorful. A Mt. Etna type, so it is dependable and has good winter 
resistance. 4

Godfather A fig from the movie The Godfather. Excellent history and tasty fig. If you google it you will find the whole history from 
the man, Coop. 5

Golden Rainbow

Very confusing story...This was once called Ben's Golden Riverside because it resembled the true golden riveside UCD. 
Ben was the collector who found it. The name then was changed. The important thing is that it is excellent. Extra large 
figs that are usually over 100 grams. Mid season ripener and they are very sweet like honey. I believe it may be the 
same or similar to Yellow Long Neck and/or Long Yellow.

12

Golden Riverside This is an excellent honey fig that is large to extra large and is mid season ripening. 25

Grantham's Royal This is a San Pedro fig ( meaning only Breba production) for those of us outside the fig wasp zone. It is a delicious fig 
though, which is why it is the only San Pedro fig left in my collection. 5

Graz - Der Grossen 
Feige (BC#102)

I love this fig! Maybe it is because it was a Bellclare Nursery fig, and maybe because it was sourced from the city of 
Graz, Austria near the historical landmark town clock. And maybe it is because it is a nice meaty red fig with good 
sweetness. It is a slow grower. I thought about putting it in the ground here in PA and still may. Graz seems like zone 
7a, so it may work pretty well. I also feel there is somewhat of a resemblence to Acciano, but I could be wrong.

6

Green Michurinska
This is an earlier adriatic type. I have only grown it for 3 years. The fruit does ripen earlier than other adriatics, but so 
far, it has only been about two weeks. That isn't a lot of data to truly make a comparison, but even a few weeks can 
make a difference in total fruit ripening.

20

Grosse Monstreuse 
Di Liperi

Excellent yellow-green fig with blood red interior. Often, a drop of honey will block the ostiole preventing any splitting or 
spoiling. It is mid season and has enormous interesting leaves. Excellent berry flavor. 10

Ham Rham
I raved about this Moroccan fig last year and am equally impressed by it this year. I liken it to a Black Madeira, but the 
leaves are not characteristic of a BM type. However, it is every bit as good ( in my opinion) and earlier. It is not an early 
fig, but ripens in September. This gives it a chance to ripen a lot more high quality figs.

12

Hanc's EBT
This fig comes from Hanc Mathies and is a mystery to me. I do not think it is an English Brown Turkey type. I thought it 
was a Southern Brown Turkey (almost Celeste-like) but cannot be sure. It is supposedly very winter resistant. I like the 
taste, but its small size and lack of vigor, are what is holding it back from being a stand out.

3

Hardy Pittsburgh
This was in the collection of Encanto Farms in CA. My family is from Pittsburgh so I wanted to try it. It is a good Mt. Etna 
fig and is also the second earliest ripening out of 50 Mt. Etnas. Only Syrian Dark is earlier. It is a workhorse-very 
productive and has good winter resistance. I would highly recommend for Northern growers.

5

Hative d' Argenteuil This French fig comes from near Paris. I absolutely love its complexity and interesting appearance. It has been fairly 
early the last few years. I have some hope that it may do well in ground, due to its early ripening. 12

Hivernenca Blanca
This is from the Pons collection. I have only ripened two figs in the last three years. It seems to be a shy producer and 
the figs were somewhat watery without much figgy flavor. I think this may do well elsewhere, but I am not sure if I will 
continue growing it.

15

Holland Shed This is an unknown and is relatively new to me. I only ripened one of these and it wasn't really memorable. If memory 
serves, it was a Sal's Corleone type, but I will have to check. I will correct this description if I am wrong. 5

Hunt This is an odd ball sugar fig with elongated shape. It has interesting leaves and good sweet flavor. 4

I-258

An absolute top tier fig. I think it may be a top two or three fig for me out of over 300 varieties. Same terrific flavor as 
Black Madeira, but has a shorter ripening season. So, while late season, they ripen more consistently than Black 
Madeira. I think it is too late for in ground culture in PA, but I am currently trialing it in case it becomes fairly productive 
over a few years.

15

Ibiza This was a new one for me, and I only got a few ripe figs this season. It wasn't a stand out but was a pretty tasty dark 
berry fig. It is also very young, so I will be interested to see if the flavor improves. 6

Impellizari
This is a monster sugar fig that I believe is a California Brown Turkey variant. Very sweet and refreshing. It also is pretty 
complex with some fruity notes to it. I imagine that in ground would be possible in the mid Atlantic, but I would worry 
about splitting issues and it is a little later than I would like for ripening most of the crop.

5

Improved Celeste Very early sugar fig. A must-have for the NE. I have it in-ground and it does well. Long neck and interesting 
appearance. 5

Iranian Candy 
(Raasti)

This is one of the earliest honey figs available. It has good winter resistance and the figs are very sweet and 
concentrated. 25

Ischia Black
Ischia Black is probably my favorite Bordeaux-type fig. I purchased cuttings from Herman (Vasile) 4 years ago. It was 
pretty rare before that. His strain was very healthy. It is phenomenal and resists splitting very well. It has the most 
concentrated flavor of any of my Bordeaux’s.

12

Italian Black 
(Becnel's)

This is a Bordeaux fig that is on the late side, but is excellent. It is extremely complex and you can eat a lot of them 
without getting sick of them. Smooth black skin (with bloom sometimes), strawberry flesh. Very few splitting issues. I 
doubt it has much winter resistance as I planted two in six years and both died and did not come back. Pot culture only 
for the Northeast.

7

Izbat An Naj Honey fig with an interesting banana note to it if over-ripe. I grow it in the ground but don't recommend it as it is late in 
the NE. 5

JFE Black Madeira 
(not)

I am not sure what this is. It was a mislabeled bunch of trees at Just Fruits & Exotics nursery in 2014. It is excellent. It is 
on the late side and very vigorous. I really don't think it is LSU Scott's Black. I have LSU Scott's black and the fruit is 
definitely inferior to this one. The fruit shape is also different. Really a great tasting fig.

8

Joe's Jersey
A collector known as frozen Joe used to carry this fig in NJ and he really liked it. He moved to AZ and grew it there. It is 
very versatile in any climate but is a dark berry fig and is a true work horse. It has very good winter resistance. I would 
recommend this for the Northeast.

4

Joualle Noir This is a prized variety from France. It is new to me but there are some rave reviews out there. It looks delicious and 
appears to be mid-season ripening. It seems to have a unique flavor that I am excited to trying. 25

Joualle Rouge This is a relatively new fig for me (second season). I have heard good things. This is a green fig with blood red pulp. 20



Keddie This fig was found in Pittsburgh. It is a Mt Etna and is currently being grown in the ground here at the nursery. The last 
five years, it has performed very well. 5

Kellie's Unk (Blaze) Very good black fig from Elizabeth (Blaze) on the ourfigs forum. She considers it noteworthy for its ability to hang and 
dry on the tree, developing a much richer flavor than most Mt Etnas. Good winter resistance. 4

Kesariani Excellent black fig from Athens, Greece. Early-mid season variety. Very rich and complex. 12

La Bourgeois This French fig is very good. It may get even better over time. I have not had a breba, but the main crop is very sweet 
and fruity. It has been mid season (to late) and has been very productive. 12

La Magdeleine Early small honey fig with very sweet flavor. Yellow skin and amber flesh. 25

Labritja This is another new fig for me, but seems to be a large green fig with purple markings and many cracks in the flesh. It is 
striking. I am excited for this one. It was found in Ibiza, Spain. 30

Long Yellow Similar to Yellow Long Neck, if not the same. Can be over 100 grams and has a very interesting color when dead ripe. 8

Longue d' Aout Nice extra large elongated fig with excellent complex flavor. Visually appealing and mid-season ripening. 6

LSU Hollier This is one of the sweetest figs I own. Resists splitting and just an excellent honey fig. 4

LSU Purple Good sugar fig with purple skin and amber flesh. Interesting shaped fruit that resists splitting and gets better with age. 
Early and productive. 4

LSU Red This is a sugar fig that has is mid-season and was an LSU Ag program release. These are good quality figs that resist 
splitting. 4

LSU Scott's Black This is an excellent fig that resists splitting very well and has an excellent dark berry flavor. It is one of the more 
complex figs out there. It is on the late side and is very vigorous. 5

LSU Scott's Yellow Very sweet and somewhat complex fig. Early- to mid-ripening. Can split with a lot of rain. 6

LSU Thibideaux LSU Thibideaux seems to be a splitter here in PA and has a void inside much like a California brown turkey. I know it is 
not, but it has some characteristics of one. I think it may be better suited for drier, warmer climates. 3

LSU Tiger One of our favorite LSU varieties, probably the favorite. Sweet sugar fig with some berry notes as well. Large fig that 
resists splitting very well. 5

Luv This Bordeaux fig is very intense. With almost a blue skin, it is unique. The fruit is small-medium and is mid- to late-
season. Very thick skin and resists splitting very well. 8

Lyndhurst White Green sugar fig extremely large figs, very productive and responds well to dieback 4

Macool Syrian dark berry fig that is a great utility fig – tasty, hardy, productive, resists splitting. 5

Madeira Island Black Another KK discovery. It is very similar to Black Madeira and may be slightly larger. Excellent exotic flavor. 15

Madeleine des deux 
Saisons

This French fig has been quite good. Has not been super productive, but good quality figs. They are medium to large 
and have a good sugar flavor. Seems almost Brunswick like, but the interior is darker and they resist splitting much 
better.

6

Makedonia Dark Very dependable Mt. Etna type fig with very good flavor and winter resistance. Dark berry fig, extremely productive and 
early. Responds extremely well to dieback. 4

Malone Excellent Bordeaux type fig. Mid season black fig with a raspberry flavor flesh. It is extremely resistant to splitting in rain. 
This variant also has good winter resistance as it was discovered in the ground in Allentown, PA. 5

Malta Black Malta Black is an early dark berry fig. Some categorize it as a Mt. Etna, while others don't (due to its early ripening and 
flavor profile). I think it is excellent. A great choice for short growing season climates. 7

Malta Purple Red This is a somewhat rare fig. I got mine in 2013 and it is a large sugar fig with a little berry to it. I feel it could be in the 
Palermo Red, Sicilian red family. It is very productive for its size. 5

Maltese Beauty Very complex black fig that hinges on the dark berry to Bordeaux type. I have found it can split pretty easily. 8

Maltese Falcon
Maltese falcon is a pretty fig that is also very flavorful with its complexity. It is definitely a bordeaux fig and it has done 
okay in the ground here in PA. However, it is late and I seldom ripen many figs. I would advise growing it in a pot in 
colder climates.

5

Manresa This is shy to produce anything until year three or four. However, the figs are excellent and it eventually becomes very 
prolific. I think it is very closely related to Noire de Caromb or Kathleen's Black. 6

Mario #50
Casa di Larazzo is an outstanding fig from Mario. It may be the same or similar to Italian-258. I absolutely love it. 
Beautiful figs and unbeatable flavor. It is a little on the late side ( like all black Madeira types) but is worth the wait and 
effort.

15

Marseillaise
These figs have been small for me-a little larger than Celeste. The have a sweet flavor and distinct leaves. However, a 
few of them did split pretty badly in the remnants of a hurricane last year, so I will watch for any splitting issues this 
season and edit if needed.

20

Marseilles Black VS One of the most dependable Mt. Etna types that really has excellent winter resistance and is super productive. 4

Martinenca Rimada Excellent flavored fig with the interesting variegation makes this a must have fig. It is on the late side but yellow and 
green stripes become red and purple upon ripening. It is a neat fig to look at and eat. 20

Mavra Sika Excellent black fig which is hardy and is more complex than most Mt. Etna types. This one is Greek. 4

Mittica White
I think this one is in the Atreano family. It seems to split less and have more concentrated flavor. A lot of Atreano types 
seem to be a little watery for me. This one usually packs a punch. It is a large green fig with pink pulp. It is extremely 
vigorous and seems to hold up in the winter. It was found outside of Pittsburgh.

4

Molla Vermella A new fig for us but have had a few fruits from it last fall – dark berry flavor and good split resistance. 5

Moscatel Branca Portuguese fig with a nice concentrated sweetness. Has a yellow to almost orange/red blush. Has a tendency to split. 6

Moscatel Preto Super complex and extra large bronze-colored fig. It is a meaty fig with a jammy flavor. 12

Motoso Preto Medium-to-large brown fig with good flavor and rich sweetness. It has been described as a really big celeste. Mid-
season ripener and very productive. 6

Navid's Dark Greek Excellent black fig that is very similar to Azore's Dark. It usually drips honey out of the ostiole. Discovered in WV by 
Navid. 6

Nefiach Excellent French fig with a lot of complexity. I only ripened two figs this year, but they were memorable. Green skin with 
deep red flesh. Very complex and jammy. 15



Negra d'Agde Excellent large dark fig with rich flesh. This fig is from France and is very productive. 6

Negretta Excellent Bordeaux fig with outstanding flavor. Seems to ripen earlier than most late Bordeauxs. 6

Nero 600M An excellent late Bordeaux fig. Good winter resistance but is on the late side ripening. Pot culture for NE is best. 5

Nerucciolo de Elba This small dark fig explodes with flavor. It is a lot like a black versionn of Figoin in my opinion. Mid season and resists 
splitting well. 25

Nexoe This is a productive English Brown Turkey type fig from Denmark. It is a shorter season fig with very good winter 
resistance. I have one in the ground here with no protection, and it produces each year after any (varying) dieback. 5

Niagara Black
This is a great fig for cold climates. It appears to be similar to Longue d’ Aout. It seems to resist splitting better. It is a 
large tear drop-shaped fig with strong berry flavor. It has a bronze-to-green color and is mid-season ripening. Highly 
recommend for the Northeast.

6

Nick's Lebanese 
Purple Black This is a Bordeaux type fig. It is very shy to produce ( like a good number of bordeauxs). It is mid to late ripening. 5

Nixon Peace This historical fig is a nice big yellow honey fig. It was mid season ripening and very sweet 6

Noire de Barbentane An excellent Bordeaux fig with a flattened shape and a blush. A bit on the late side, but an interesting delicious variety. 7

Noire de Caromb This seems to be the same as Kathleen's black. It takes years to ripen. The figs are very good, however even at 
maturity, the figs are pretty sparse. 5

Norella One of my favorite dark berry types. Sometimes leaks honey from the ostiole. 6

Ondata Extra large, pyriform shaped dark sweet fig with interesting skin texture 25

Oro Bianco For the first year, this one is not dropping. I ripened about a dozen of these. So it is common and has nice green and 
yellow stripes. It has gold flesh. Also, I was impressed by the fact that it was so early. Good flavor, too. 15

Orphan
This is a monster fig and is also known as Jin Ao Fen. It is very large and golden yellow color with amber pulp. I have 
only had this for 2 years, but it is quickly becoming a fig of interest in my collection. A little on the late side (at least so 
far) but very sweet and large.

4

Palermo Red A red-skinned sugar fig that has good flavor and has definite good hardiness in our area (we have one unprotected in 
PA). 4

Palestine Dark I was given this unknown fig from Mahar (Lebmark) years ago. It does well here in ground, and appears to be a Mt. Etna 
type dark berry fig. 5

Panache A yellow and green variegated fig with red interior. A very good, but very late striped fig. It also has some splitting 
issues. 6

Papa John Papa John came from Petals from the Past Nursery. Larger than normal black figs with red interior. A true workhorse 
with good winter resistance. 5

Paradiso Bronze VS This is an excellent adriatic type. It does have a weird growth pattern and is on the late side, but the figs rarely split. This 
is almost a forgotten variety discovered by Herman2 many years ago. 4

Paratjalina
This is a late variety, but it is worth growing in a pot. It is not talked about very often due to rarity and late ripening, 
however it is a standout. Interesting yellow green with purple markings. It is intensely sweet and complex. I hope more 
people can experience this fig and weigh in.

15

Pastilliere Early delicious fig with good winter resistance. Plum-like flavor, beautiful color. Way underrated. 8

Peau Fine
This variety has really interesting leaves and is a good green to yellow fig with red pulp. I have only had a few ripe figs, 
but I liked them. I am not sure ripening time, since last year was my first year growing this one. It was "late" but only 
because it was only rooted in the winter previous.

20

Pelejo De Toro (not)

I don't know what this actually is. It was labeled as PdT, but it clearly isn't from the standard picture. This was in the 
Thierry collection, since my source bought direct a few years ago. It is excellent, whatever it is. It is vigorous and makes 
elongated, large egg shaped green to yellow figs. The flesh is red and really juicy. It was one of my favorite figs of all of 
last year. It is a shame that it was mislabeled and will be tough to know just what it is.

10

Pellegrino Similar to Longue d' Aout but resists splitting much better. 8

Peter's Honey An old favorite. Just like the name, pure honey with drop of honey leaking from the eye to keep the bugs out. It ripens 
early September in a pot, later in the month when in the ground. Has good winter resistance. 4

Pied de Boeuf This is a nice sized elongated fig is very sweet and jammy. I enjoyed a good number of these thick textured figs. It 
doesn't seem to grow very quickly. Resists splitting well. 8

Planera An interesting dark fig with strawberry jam-like flesh. These seem to be green to purple depending when they ripen. 15

Ponta Tresa This was a much hyped adriatic fig years ago. I like it. It is jammy and complex, but really just a pretty good adriatic in 
my opinion. 6

Pop's Purple Pop's Purple came from the old Belleclare nursery on Long Island (BC#17). It is a rich black fig (dark berry) that has 
shown good winter resistance. 6

Popone Variegated yellow and green ( the wood is also variegated). Beautiful collector fig and resists splitting. Seems to be 
early so far. 20

Porporato Large red fig with intense sweetness. It reminds me of Acciano. Mid-season. 5

Preto Very similar to Black Madeira. 15

Qalaat Al Madiq Extremely sweet and rather large green sugar fig. It is a mid season ripener. One of the sweetest figs I own. 8

Qudssaya This is a very sweet yellow Syrian fig with pinkish pulp. It is on the large size and is mid season. It has not been trialed 
in the ground here yet. 10

Randino

This is a wonderful variety that doesn’t really fit into one particular flavor category. I thought it may be EBT but doesn’t 
share many similarities with that family. It does have a chewy skin and brown sugar flavor. It is mid-season and 
produces large fruit. It is productive and has been tested in Ukraine with good success. I don’t know why it isn’t talked 
about more. An excellent fig that is fairly unusual.
This fig was originally discovered in TX, and was then brought to Ukraine for trialling. The figs are large: 60-80 grams+. 
It has a few similarities to LdA, but the skin and especially the interior are much lighter. It is more a sugar fig than berry.

6

Raspberry Latte Excellent Bordeaux type fig that gets its name from the Raspberry finish flavor. 8

Ravin De Calce Unique flavor and interesting appearence. I am excited to see if this is a good in-ground variety as it seems somewhat 
early. 12



Red Lebanese 
(Bekaa)

This is one of my faves in the dark berry category. It is from the Bekaa Valley in Lebanon and has almost a cherry-like 
flavor, very interesting. It is not the average Mt. Etna fig. I have two in the ground, and so far they have produced both 
years after dieback. A good top-shelf dark berry fig.

6

Red Libya This is a find from KK in Northern NJ. It is hard to classify as it is not a classic Mt Etna type. It is larger and usually a 
lighter color. 4

Red Sicilian Nice large red to purple fig. Is reportedly very winter resistant. The figs are sweet and mid season. 10

Rigata Rossa This is a relatively new variety to me. It is green with some purple markings. Dark red flesh and fairly large sized. 12

Rigato de Salento PB A delicious variegated yellow and green fig with an amber to pink pulp. Not a splitter like Panache. Also is an earlier 
ripener. 30

Rockaway Green Excellent Adriatic (green skin, blood-red interior) fig with very tight eye and very good resistance to splitting. 5

Rocky's Fig This was a Belleclare Nursery fig that seems to be a dark berry Mt. Etna-type. I have only had a few of these, but seems 
to be in that family and suitable for short season climates. 5

Ronde de Bordeaux
This unique fig has striking beauty and delicious, almost raspberry flavor. It has a thin jet-black skin with strawberry 
interior. This is an excellent choice for the Northeast because it is very early. It is probably one of the earliest figs to 
ripen in my collection. It can split with rain, but that is it's only flaw.

5

Rose Esmeralda This was a good surprise for me this season. It resisted splitting better than most of my other trees during some pretty 
drenching rains in September 6

Rossellino Excellent small berry flavored fig that is extremely sweet. Pure jam. I did not experience the acidity that some have, but 
the few I tried, I really enjoyed. 25

Rubado
I love this fig. It truly has an acidity to it that reminds me of a jolly rancher. It is so unique, including the purple and green 
skin which typically has cracking. A very photogenic fig. Only drawback is that it is quite late. I usually get production in 
October. The figs are excellent, but I don't get many to fully ripen.

10

Sal's Very good for in-ground growing. It is very productive and dependable. 5

Salem White A nice honey fig that always seems to split for me. I think when they are unspoiled they are quite good. This would be 
for more dry climates. 5

Salviotte This is a new fig to me but seems to ripen mid season, is very sweet, and juicy and is on the small side. 20

Sangre de Caballo An FDM variety, this seems similar to Palermo Red. 8

Sant Augusti This fig hasn't fruited for me yet to comment. It should ripen this season*** 20

Siblawi This fig has not been super productive for me, but the figs are really sweet and delicious. It is mid season ripening. 6

Sigar This is a neat bordeaux fig. Slender and elongated, I have enjoyed the appearance and the flavor of this very meaty fig. 6

Sister Madeline's 
Dark This is a good fig from Charlie's Sister Madeline collection. It ripens pretty well in the ground, but is on the late side. 5

Sister Madeline's 
Green Greek Excellent Adriatic type fig. Mid- to late-ripening and resists splitting moderately well. We have it in-ground here in PA. 5

Smith Incredible fruity-flavored fig with many different colors upon ripening. Top 5 fig for us! 8

Socorro Black Unique flavor and pretty fig. It may be a candidate for in-ground as it is mid-season and a very special fig. 8

Sodus Sicilian Very sweet fig with good winter resistance. Found near Rochester, NY. It has a pleasant peachy flavor when ripe. Mid- 
to late-season fig. 6

Sofeno Preto This is a new fig for me. It looks excellent, but I have not confirmed it to be common. If you are outside the wasp zone in 
CA, I would probably wait for multiple confirmations before purchasing. 8

Sophia Black This is a dark fig that I got from CNY Figgary a few years ago. It is a good fig. 3

Souadi Excellent black variety from Lebanon. The interior is amber-almost clear, which is pretty rare for a black fig. The flavor is 
excellent with fruity notes and is very sweet. It also is reportedly quite winter resistant. 8

St. Anthony Honey-sweet yellow fig. Early ripening, thick skinned variety with good rain resistance. 4

St. Martin This is an excellent honey fig. It seems to be early as well. It was one of the first potted figs to ripen for me this season. 
Also, it reported to be very hardy, so that may make in ground culture a good possibility moving forward. 20

St. Peter's St. Peter's comes from the Abruzzo region and is a shiney bronze fig. It is sweet and creamy. It was once sold through 
Just Fruits and Exotics, but they don't have it any longer. It is split-resistant and is mid-season ripening. 5

St. Rita These Mt. Etna type figs are what most people are used to and have great complex strawberry sweet flavor. These are 
generally hardy and early producing. With dark skin and thick rich syrupy flesh, the dark berry figs are a standout. 5

Stella Stella is most likely Dalmatie. It is a large, tear drop shaped adriatic fig. I really like it, but if you have Dalmatie, you 
probably don't need this one, too. 4

Sucrette Very sweet yellow fig with light pink (usually) flesh. Mid season ripening and sometimes has sugar spots. 6

Sultane Excellent French variety that really has good complex flavor and often has a blush. Bordeaux type fig that seems to 
have some hardiness and is sweeter than most in the flavor category 6

Sunbird This is an unknown found in TX, and seems to be an English Brown Turkey type fig. It does have that peachy flavor as 
well. 8

Sunfire This is a good quality dark berry fig. It was from Trees of Joy and has been very productive for me every year. 5

Susser Georg Unusually sweet sugar fig. Seems to have good hardiness after being in the ground for 5 years. It is on the late side but 
a short ripening window. We get about 20 pounds or so each season. 5

Sweet Joy Excellent dark berry fig that resists splitting pretty well. Great flavor and a mid season ripener. 5

Syrian Dark This is my earliest ripening Mt. Etna type. I think it is a good one for the Northeast. Good berry flavor. 6

Takoma Violet One of my favorite dark berry figs. It is super winter-resistant and productive. It was found near Takoma Park, MD and it 
does really well for us in the ground. 6

Tashkent I have only ripened a few of these squatty green-yellow figs. They were good and interesting, but the tree is a shy 
producer. I am hopeful it will be more productive as time goes on. 5



Tauro I have only ripened a few of these. It seems to be a rather shy producer, but the figs are enormous. Dark skin and 
lighter flesh. They were all sweet and refreshing. 4

Teramo Among the earliest ripening figs with great production. Has remarkable winter hardiness. A must-have for the NE 
grower. 5

Thermalito This is a productive fig. I think it is good, but not fantastic. I know I am in the minority there, but it just tastes a little 
different from an adriatic (green berry) fig. 30

Trinacria

Trinacria is an interesting fig. It is early to mid ripening and has a unique color combination. The skin is dark 
purple/black and the flesh is almost white. It is very sweet and the most attractive quality is its resistance to splitting. We 
had days of continuous rain here in August and all the figs were split and spoiled. The only ones that made it through 
unfazed was Trianacria.

4

TX-BA 1 This is an excellent fig and has been compared to and even thought by some collectors to be the same as Smith. It is 
mid season and resists splitting. It has a very complex berry flavor. 8

UCR 187-25 Excellent flavor and a unique fig. I am not sure how it would do in the ground, but is a great potted variety. 18

Unk Altoona
This is a relatively new variety for me. I am really excited about this one as it was discovered in Altoona, PA, which is 
exceptionally cold. The mother tree was in ground unprotected. The figs are very good and unique with a huge breba 
crop. It also seems to be on the early side.

5

Unk Bronx 
(Deerhunter) This is an unusually sweet sugar fig discovered by John- Deerhunter. It seems to be similar to Palermo Red. 4

Unk Dahrouge This was a fig discovered in Dubois, PA and was planted over 80 years ago at Simon Dahrouge's general store. It is a 
Mt Etna type fig with good flavor and production. 4

Unk Fenicci This was a fig I found at an italian restaurant in Hershey PA. It is an English Brown Turkey type. It is very sweet and 
productive. I even get Breba from it some years (despite hard pruning) in the ground. 4

Unk Hungarian This was grown in the suburbs of Philadelphia, originally grown in Hungary. Very productive and resists splitting. 4

Unk Italian Purple This was purchased by us 20 years ago from an Italian man in Philly. Originally from Abruzzo. 4

Unk Lake Spur This is a standout for adriatics. It seems to ripen slightly earlier, takes winter better than most, and has a really good 
flavor 6

Unk Lyon Great dark berry fig from France. It is has been hardy for us in the ground with no protection. It is early as well. 4

Unk Mittica White This variety was introduced by Art in western PA. He felt it was noteworthy. It is in the Atreano family – extra large fig 
with green skin and pink interior, but has more concentrated flavor. Very vigorous. 4

Unk Owensboro
This fig was found in Kentucky in the same zone as I am in (6b). It is a Mt. Etna type (dark berry) that does not 
disappoint. I have a very productive one in the ground here with no protection. This is also one of our most productive 
varieties. If you are interested in a workhorse fig without effort, this is it.

5

Unk Schoeneck Rich black fig- Mt Etna type. This fig has been growing in a small village near Denver, PA, which was surprising as this 
is a PA German area. The original tree is supposedly at least 80 years old. 4

Unk Serbian White This appears to be similar to Dalmatie with large, egg-shaped green skin and blood-red interior. 5

Unk Sicilian Dark Found in Leola, PA. Brought from Sicily and planted in 1972. Very hardy and productive. 4

Unk Yellow Greek Small in stature, large on taste. This is an excellent flavor fig with remarkable winter resistance. Found outside of NYC, 
we grow in the ground with moderate success in PA. 4

Unk Yellow Italian This is very similar to Robert's Golden Rainbow / Yellow Long Neck. Very large and sweet. Comes from Val. 8

Vallecalde This is an Italian variety with good winter resistance. It is very similar to Nero 600m. 5

Valliery
This is a French fig that seems to be an English Brown Turkey type. It is very similar to Susser Georg and ripens at 
about the same time. I have it in the ground and it ripens most of its crop. It is on the late side, but has a short ripening 
time.

4

Vasilika Black Unique dark berry fig and not a Mt. Etna by leaf shape. Also has a different flavor. May be a candidate for NE in ground 
variety. 5

Verdino Del Nord This is an excellent adriatic fig with thick green skin and red pulp. I grew it in the ground last year because it is 
reportedly cold resistant. It ripened mid September for me after a mild winter. 10

Vern's Brown Turkey While not a true brown turkey, this sugary fig has dark skin and a light sweet pulp. This variety can withstand very cold 
weather and resists damage. It is mid- to late-season ripener. 4

Verte This seems to be similar to Green Ischia. A highly productive green berry fig. Five lobed leaves and ripens in 
September. I have it in the ground as well, but it does not yield many figs. 4

Vibo Valentia This is an unknown from the legend Art in western PA. This is a dark berry fig with a little extra on it. It comes from 
Calabria, and it is a vigorous tree. Comes back from dieback to produce figs reliably every year. 6

Victoria This is a Bordeaux fig that is very intense. I think it is raspberry like in flavor with a slight acid finish. It is complex and 
very visually striking. It is mid to late season. Great for a pot in the Northeast. 8

Violet Patlican This was a nice surprise last year. It is a common fig and has a lot of complexity. It also has reported winter resistance. 
It is mid season and has been very productive. 8

Violet Sepor Very tasty dark berry fig that is very thick and jammy. Very unique flavor. 8

Violette de Sollies Large black fig from France. This is one of my overall favorites for appearance and flavor. Mid- to late-season fig with 
jet-black skin and strawberry pulp. Very complex flavor. 6

Vista This is a bordeaux fig that is not very good in cold climates. It is late and always takes major winter damage. It has not 
been able to ripen many for me in the ground, but in a pot, I think it would perfom much better. 4

White Madeira #1 The standard for Adriatic types. There is something extra going on with the flavor that warrants an exotic berry flavor. It 
resists splitting well. 15

White Triana
A good Atreano type fig with more concentrated flavor and more fruit per branch than most. It also seems to resist 
splitting a little better. Very sweet honey flavor and mid season ripening. Has done well in the ground for the last few 
years.

6

Yellow Lebanese
This fig was the light compliment to the Red Lebanese Bekaa Valley. This is Yellow Lebanese Bekaa Valley. Because 
there was only one yellow Lebanese fig named, the Bekaa Valley portion was not necessary. In any case, this is a good 
sweet fig with yellow skin and amber flesh. It is typically not a splitter.

5



Yellow Long Neck Interesting shape, color and flavor. Very large fig that has potential for in-ground culture in the NE as it is mid-season. 8

Yellow Neeches I love this fig. Not much information is available, but it is peachy and delicious. It is a honey fig, mid season ripener, and 
is just a cool fig with a cool name. 10

Zaffiro Super sweet and complex dark fig with light amber interior. Very unique. 8

Zingerella (Real) This is a large fig-much like Sals Corleone/Palermo Red. It is red and very juicy. The size can be 80-100 grams. There 
was another Zingerella in circulation, but that one is a Mt Etna type. 8

Zrequa I am almost certain this is a Smyrna type fig. I would only purchase if in the wasp zone. I just thought it had a cool 
name, so I bought it at Harvey's sale last year. 5


